
through $he corridors, but also through the 
wards; these must*'accmulatB ?lust and are 
not witslin reach. Also the heating apparatus 
seemed to  have many complicated twists and screwe, 

i d d e  the ward, which would take much time and 
labourtokeepclean. Everything save thesethreeitems 
was arranged upon the most up-to-date and approved 
modern lines. By this time the Sister had arrived, 
and we began our tour of inspectign. The hospitalis 
built in two separate parts-medical and surgicd- 
andtheseare arranged onthe pavilion plan, connected 
by a mdp corridor., These buildings are capable 
of accommodating 1,000 patients, but there is still . ample space remaining for further buildings. Each 
ward has its own little kitchen, hausemaid's cup- 
board, receptacle-room, &e. (( A place for euery- 
thing, md everything in its place," remarked .the 
Sister, as she opened ?ne door after another to show 
us these things. We yere much interested In a 
machine which is situated between the receptacle- 
room and the kitchep ; it &I a washer, and built into 
the.wall. We were told that all the .ward linen was 
brought straight into this room, and placed in the 
machine with soap-powder, the steam turned on, and 
after a while the linen so treated was taken out on 
the kitchen side, passed, through a wringer fixed 
there for the purpose, and then sent to the 
laundry. 

We noticed, too, that much brass had been used 
in the fittings of these places, sinks, &e., being .of 
that metal, and remarked upon the increased labour 
necessary to keep it clean, but we were told it +was 
quite easily done with (( sour milk and sand " ; the 
result was certainly beautiful, so probationers take 
note! , .  

The large bath-room, where trea)ment is carried 
out, is most spacious, and very plaborately fitted up 
for all kinds of baths-electric, douche, spray, 
shower, needk, light, beside a large tub bath let 
into the floor, into whiqh oqe descended by two 
steprr, All angles were rounded, so that the whole 
could be very easily cleansed. There is also a 
gymnasium, but thqt,,like qany other parts of the 
building, was not yet in working order, so we were 
unable to see it. 

The Sister's office was a very snug apartment, the 
furniture being in green wood and crimson leather, 
Tue floors are ay  terrazzo, and one wondered if they, 
too, would have to use linoleum to deaden sound. The 
staircase seemed very dull with the grey stone steps, 
and still greyer paint on the walls, which even the 
bronzecoloured balusters, with their green rail, 
could not relieve. 

The Sister's bedroom was very cosy and pretty, 
although small. Each Sister is to have her own 
rom, but the nurses will share rooms. Asi a straw 
sbows the way the wind blows, this seems to indi- 
cate the position of the staff: plenty of room is 
allowed for everything, the nurses only are cramped. 
Then we crossed $he pretty garden, with its many 

grass plots and be& bright with flpwws,, shrubs,: 
and traes, whiqh were all rejoicing-byt we human+ 
were -not-in the heavy downpour of rain which they 
so sorely needed after so much brilliant sunshine and 
drought. Pretty as the garden was, even under 
such moist conditions, we were not inolined to 
linger, but hurried into the welcome shelter of the 
surgical block. 

Here we saw a series of operating-rooms, the 
generd, the laparotomy, and the septic, each most 
perfectly fitted. Between the two first is thpb 
steriljsingroom, with sterilisers of all sizes, and for 
all things, overalls, towels, large and smay dress- 
ings, instruments aud ligatures ; everything seemed 
to have its own. All fittings were nickel-Qlattid, 
including the operation tables and seats. Hot and 
cold water taps were connected, and between them 
was a thermometer, so that the temperature of the 
water eould be regulated. 

There were w a d  basins for emry stage of hand 
cleansing, inclnding a lotion basin of glass in con- 
trast to the porcelain of the okhers, so that an 
operator could cleanse his hands without twice 
using the same ,basin. There were separate air- 
tight glass cupboards for instruments, dressings, 
and ligatures, glass dressing jars on trolleys, glass- 
bpped tables, &c. The dressingrooms are fitted 
up in the same complete manner. I n  fact, the 
whole building is the most daborately complete 
one that I, for one, have yet seen. Nothing has 
been overlooked, not even the washing machine 
for the theatre linen; everything needed is oh the 
spot. 

The kitchen was next visited. Here everything 
WAS on the same scale-electric cookers, as well &s 
gas and steam, all kinds of labour-saving machines, 
and, above all, marble wells fbr washing vege- 
tables in. 

The laundry matches the rest of the building. 
The receiving-room is partitioned ,off with iron 
rails into huge bins for diEerent articles, and each 
bin was labelled-towels, dresses, sheets, &c. In 
the w&hing-room were nimy wdshing machinos, in 
another a huge ironer ; only the sprinkling, folding, 
and complicated ironing seem to be done by hand. 
The drying is done by electricity, and, on inquiring 
how blankets and flannels were dried without shriuk- 
ing, we were told that the appliance w&s oooled down 
to the required temperature, and then they were left 
in all night. It wag most fascinabing to watch 
the process. The clothes were thrown, weC, over 
wooden rails-these whrefixed in catches-and were 
then taken into a huge case by, the action of the 
machinery j the things dried as they slowly traversed 
the case, and, on arriving .at the other end, the rails 
with the dried clothes were ejected. one after the 
(3 ther. 

Thwe was also a linen-room witliits piles of new 
and clean linen re'ady for use. The laundry-maids 
sleep on the premises qbove, and all are supervised 
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